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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to video enabled user controlled multi-directional movement through content,
and in particular, to video enabled user controlled scrolling of content.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The following references are believed to represent the state of the art:

US Published Patent Application 2004/0003399 of Cooper;

US Published Patent Application 2005/0097603 of Kikinis;

US Published Patent Application 2006/0020989 of Brun;

US Patent 5,523,796 to Marshall, et al.;

US Patent 5,623,613 to Rowe et al.;

US Patent 5,880,722 to Brewer, et al.;

US Patent 5,933,140 to Strahom, et al.;

US Patent 6,239,794 to Yuen, et al.;

US Patent 6,240,555 to Shoff, et al.;

US Patent 7,096,428 to Foote, et al.;

European Published Patent Application EP 1 024 661 of Hughes Electronics Corporation;

PCT Published Patent Application WO 97/49242 of Starsight Telecast Incorporated;

PCT Published Patent Application WO 2004/072935 of NDS Limited;

PCT Published Patent Application WO 2007/000559 of NDS Limited; and

PCT Published Patent Application WO 2007/015047 of NDS Limited.

[0003] Additionally, US Published Patent Application 2003/149984 of Jacquelyn describes an apparatus and method
for controlling the rate of scrolling of an electronic program guide.
[0004] The present invention seeks to provide an improved system and method for video enabled user controlled
multi-directional movement through content, and in particular, to video enabled user controlled scrolling of content.
[0005] There is thus provided in accordance, with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a system for
preparing data and a plurality of video sequences to enable a viewer to scroll content in a plurality of directions including
a first direction and a second direction, the content including at least one element in motion, the system including a
plurality of operationally connected modules including a video sequence preparation module to prepare the video se-
quences including a first video sequence and a second video sequence, each of the video sequences including a plurality
of still images, each of the still images including at least part of the content, at least some of the still images including
the at least one element, the video sequences being prepared such that playing the first video sequence and the second
video sequence effects scrolling the content in the first direction and the second direction, respectively, and a switchover
determination module to prepare the data including a plurality of corresponding switchover points in the video sequences
for switching between the video sequences and therefore for switching the direction of scrolling by the viewer.
[0006] Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the video sequences and the
switchover points are prepared such that even during the switching of the direction of scrolling, the content as viewed
by the viewer appears to be continuous.
[0007] Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the video sequences and the
switchover points are prepared such that, whether the scrolling is in the first direction or the second direction, the motion
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of the at least one element as viewed by the viewer appears to be the same.
[0008] Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the switchover determination
module is operative to define the switchover points a repetition of the motion of the at least one element.
[0009] Moreover in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the video sequences and the
switchover points are prepared such that even when the scrolling is paused, the at least one element appears to be in
motion.
[0010] Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the content includes at least part
of a program guide, the content including a plurality of program items, the switchover determination module being
operative to define the switchover points a plurality of scroll latch points, the scroll latch points being where the scrolling
of the content comes to rest such that a whole one of the program items is at the top of the program items as viewed
by the viewer.
[0011] Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the at least one element in
motion is an animation or preview for one of the program items.
[0012] Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the video sequence preparation
module is operative to prepare a video stream including a plurality of video frames associated with a plurality of timecodes,
each of the video frames including one of the still images of the video sequences, the switchover determination module
being operative to define the switchover points with reference to the timecodes of the video frames.
[0013] Moreover in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the video sequence preparation
module is operative to prepare a video stream including a plurality of video- frames, each of the video frames including
more than one of the still images.
[0014] Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the video sequence preparation
module is operative to prepare the video sequences such that some of the still images of the first video sequence are
the same as some of the still images of the second video sequence, the switchover determination module being operative
to define the switchover points being at, or next to, the still images common to the first video sequence and the second
video sequence.
[0015] There is also provided in accordance with still another preferred embodiment of the present invention a system
for enabling a viewer to scroll content in a plurality of directions including a first direction and a second direction, the
content including at least one element in motion, the system including a plurality of operationally connected modules
including a video receive module to receive a plurality of video sequences including a first video sequence and a second
video sequence, each of the video sequences including a plurality of still images, each of the still images including at
least part of the content, at least some of the still images including the at least one element, the first video sequence
being associated with scrolling in the first direction, the second video sequence being associated with scrolling in the
second direction, a switchover point receive module to receive a plurality of corresponding switchover points in the video
sequences for switching between the video sequences and therefore for switching the direction of scrolling, a command
receive module to receive a control command from the viewer to scroll in the first direction, a rendering module to play
the first video sequence upon receipt of the control command, the command receive module being operative to receive
another control command from the viewer to scroll in the second direction, and a switchover module to find a next one
of the switchover points for exiting the first video sequence upon receipt of the other control command, find the corre-
sponding one of the switchover points in the second video sequence, and instruct the rendering module to switch from
playing the first video sequence to the second video sequence based on the found switchover points.
[0016] Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the video sequences are
prepared and the switchover points are defined such that even during the switching of the direction of scrolling, the
content as viewed by the viewer appears to be continuous.
[0017] Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the video sequences and the
switchover points are prepared such that, whether the scrolling is in the first direction or the second direction, the motion
of the at least one element as viewed by the viewer appears to be the same.
[0018] Moreover in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the switchover points are defined
a repetition of the motion of the at least one element.
[0019] Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the video sequences and the
switchover points are prepared such that even when the scrolling is paused, the at least one element appears to be in
motion.
[0020] Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the content includes at least
part of a program guide, the content including a plurality of program items, the switchover points being defined a plurality
of scroll latch points, the scroll latch points being where the scrolling of the content comes to rest such that a whole one
of the program items is at the top of the program items viewed by the viewer.
[0021] Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the at least one element in
motion is an animation or preview associates with one of the program items.
[0022] Moreover in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the video receive module is
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operative to receive a video stream including a plurality of video frames associated with a plurality of timecodes, each
of the video frames including one of the still images of the video sequences, the switchover points being defined with
reference to the timecodes of the video frames.
[0023] Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the video receive module is operative
to receive a video stream including a plurality of video frames, each of the video frames including more than one of the
still images, the rendering module being operative to upsample the still images upon rendering.
[0024] Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention some of the still images of the
first video sequence are the same as some of the still images of the second video sequence, the switchover points being
at, or next to, the still images common to the first video sequence and the second video sequence.
[0025] There is also provided in accordance with still another preferred embodiment of the present invention a method
for preparing data and a plurality of video sequences to enable a viewer to scroll content in a plurality of directions
including a first direction and a second direction, the content including at least one element in motion, the method
including preparing the video sequences including a first video sequence and a second video sequence, each of the
video sequences including a plurality of still images, each of the still images including at least part of the content, at least
some of the still images including the at least one element,. the video sequences being prepared such that playing the
first video sequence and the second video sequence effects scrolling the content in the first direction and the second
direction, respectively, and preparing the data including a plurality of corresponding switchover points in the video
sequences for switching between the video sequences and therefore for switching the direction of scrolling by the viewer.
[0026] There is also provided in accordance with still another preferred embodiment of the present invention a method
for enabling a viewer to scroll content in a plurality of directions including a first direction and a second direction, the
content including at least one element in motion, the method including receiving a plurality of video sequences including
a first video sequence and a second video sequence, each of the video sequences including a plurality of still images,
each of the still images including at least part of the content, at least some of the still images, including the at least one
element, the first video sequence being associated with scrolling in the first direction, the second video sequence being
associated with scrolling in the second direction, receiving a plurality of corresponding switchover points in the video
sequences for switching between the video sequences and therefore for switching the direction of scrolling, receiving a
control command from the viewer to scroll in the first direction, playing the first video sequence upon receipt of the control
command, receiving another control command from the viewer to scroll in the second direction, finding a next one of
the switchover points for exiting the first video sequence upon receipt of the other control command, finding the corre-
sponding one of the switchover points in the second video sequence, and instructing the rendering module to switch
from playing the first video sequence to the second video sequence based on the found switchover points.
[0027] There is also provided in accordance with still another preferred embodiment of the present invention a program
guide generation system to generate a program guide for rendering by a rendering device, the system including a plurality
of operationally connected modules including a receive module to receive a list including a plurality of program items,
and a video sequence preparation module to prepare a video sequence including a plurality of video frames, each of
the video frames including at least one of the program items, wherein the program item is fully or partially included within
the video frame, the video frames being generated such that playing the video sequence by the rendering device
generates a video output showing scrolling of the program items.
[0028] Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the video sequence preparation
module is operative to prepare the video sequence such that playing the video sequence in a forward direction by the
rendering device generates the video output showing scrolling of the program items in a first direction, and playing the
video sequence in a reverse direction by the rendering device generates the video output showing scrolling of the program
items in a second direction.
[0029] Moreover in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the program guide includes a
pictorial representation of one of the program items.
[0030] Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the program guide includes at
least one element in motion.
[0031] Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the system includes a metadata
generator to generate metadata for use in at least one of navigation of the program guide, and disposing an indicator
showing that one of the program items has been booked.
[0032] Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the metadata indicates the
video frames where a whole one of the program items is at the top of the program items.
[0033] Moreover in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the metadata indicates a height
of each of the program items.
[0034] Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the program guide includes a
plurality of channels, the metadata linking the channels to the video frames.
[0035] Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the program guide includes a
plurality of channels, the video sequence being associated with the program items of one of the channels, the video
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sequence preparation module being operative to prepare a plurality of other video sequences, the other video sequences
being uniquely, associated with other ones of the channels, the metadata linking the channels to the video sequence
and the other video sequences.
[0036] Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the program guide includes
a plurality of days, the metadata linking the days to the video frames.
[0037] Moreover in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the program items are associated
with a plurality of program times, the metadata linking the program times to the video frames.
[0038] There is also provided in accordance with still another preferred embodiment of the present invention a program
guide system to generate a program guide including a plurality of program items for navigation by a viewer, the system
including a plurality of operationally connected modules including a video receive module to receive a video sequence
including a plurality of video frames, each of the video frames including at least one of the program items, wherein the
program item is fully or partially included within the video frame, such that playing the video sequence generates a video
output showing scrolling of the program items, a command receive module to receive a control command from the viewer
to scroll the program items, and a rendering module to play the video sequence thereby generating the video output
showing the scrolling of the program items.
[0039] Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the command receive module is
operative to receive a first scrolling command to scroll in a first direction and a second scrolling command to scroll in a
second direction, and the rendering module is operative to on receipt of the first scrolling command, to play the video
sequence in a forward direction thereby generating the video output showing scrolling of the program items in the first
direction, and on receipt of the second scrolling command, to play the video sequence in a reverse direction thereby
generating the video output showing scrolling of the program items in the second direction.
[0040] Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the program guide includes a
pictorial representation of one of the program items.
[0041] Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the program guide includes
at least one element in motion.
[0042] Moreover in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the scrolling of the program
items appears to the viewer as smooth scrolling.
[0043] Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the rendering module is operative
to adjust a play speed of the video sequence during the scrolling such that the scrolling accelerates after a start of the
scrolling.
[0044] Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the rendering module is operative
to adjust the play speed of the video sequence during an end of the scrolling such that the scrolling decelerates to a stop.
[0045] Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the system includes a metadata
receiver to receive metadata for use in at least one of navigation of the program guide, and disposing an indicator
showing that one of the program items has been booked.
[0046] Moreover in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the metadata indicates a plurality
of scroll latch points being the video frames where a whole one of the program items is at the top of the program items,
the rendering module being operative to bring the scrolling to rest at the scroll latch points.
[0047] Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the metadata indicates a height
of each of the program items, the system further including an on-screen display module to dispose an indicator showing
that one of the program items has been booked, the position of the indicator being based on the height of at least one
of the program items.
[0048] Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the program guide includes a
plurality of channels, the command receive module being operative to receive a channel change command from the
viewer to select a new one of the channels for viewing in the program guide, the metadata linking the channels to the
video frames, the rendering module being operative to play the video sequence from one of the video frames indicated
by the metadata as being associated with the new channel on receipt of the channel change command.
[0049] Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the program guide includes
a plurality of channels, the video sequence being associated with the program items of one of the channels, the video
receive module being operative to receive a plurality of other video sequences, the other video sequences being uniquely
associated with other ones of the channels, the metadata linking the channels to the video sequence and the other video
sequences, the command receive module being operative to receive a channel change command from the viewer to
select a new one of the channels for viewing in the program guide, the rendering module being operative to start playing
one of the other video sequences indicated by the metadata as being associated with the new channel on receipt of the
channel change command.
[0050] Moreover in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the program guide includes a
plurality of days, the metadata linking the days to the video frames, the command receive module being operative to
receive a day change command from the viewer to select a new day of the days for viewing in the program guide, the
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rendering module being operative to play the video sequence from one of the video frames indicated by the metadata
as being associated with the new day on receipt of the day change command.
[0051] Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the program items are associated
with a plurality of program times, the metadata linking the program times to the video frames.
[0052] There is also provided in accordance with still another preferred embodiment of the present invention a method
to generate a program guide for rendering by a rendering device, the method including receiving a list including a plurality
of program items, and preparing a video sequence including a plurality of video frames, each of the video frames including
at least one of the program items, wherein the program item is fully or partially included within the video frame, the video
frames being generated such that playing the video sequence by the rendering device generates a video output showing
scrolling of the program items.
[0053] There is also provided in accordance with still another preferred embodiment of the present invention a method
to generate a program guide including a plurality of program items for navigation by a viewer, the method including
receiving a video sequence including a plurality of video frames, each of the video frames including at least one of the
program items, wherein the program item is fully or partially included within the video frame, such that playing the video
sequence generates a video output showing scrolling of the program items, receiving a control command from the viewer
to scroll the program items, and playing the video sequence thereby generating the video output showing the scrolling
of the program items.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[0054] The present invention will be understood and appreciated more fully from the following detailed description,
taken in conjunction with the drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view of a program guide system constructed and operative in ac-
cordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a view of a program guide screen produced using the system of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view of a Headend in the system of Fig. 1;

Fig. 4 is a view of a program list for use with the Headend of Fig. 3;

Fig. 5 is a view of a plurality of snapshots of the program list of Fig. 4;

Fig. 6 is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view showing preparation of a video sequence by the Headend of Fig. 3;

Fig. 7 is a view of a video sequence prepared by the Headend of Fig. 3;

Fig. 8 is a view of a plurality of video sequences prepared by the Headend of Fig. 3;

Fig. 9 is a view showing a video sequence with a plurality of program items having associated timecodes for use
by the Headend of Fig. 3;

Fig. 10 is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view of a receiver and display device in the system of Fig. 1;

Fig. 11 is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view showing forward rendering of the video sequence of Fig. 6 by
the receiver of Fig. 10;

Fig. 12 is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view showing reverse rendering of the video sequence of Fig. 6 by
the receiver of Fig. 10;

Fig. 13 is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view showing rendering of a video sequence including an element
in motion by the receiver of Fig. 10;

Fig. 14 is a view of a scene including an element in motion;

Fig. 15 is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view of a scrolling system constructed and operative in accordance
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;
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Fig. 16 is a view of a plurality of video sequences of the system of Fig. 15;

Fig. 17 is a view of the video sequences of Fig. 16 disposed in a video stream; and

Fig. 18 is a view of the video sequences of Fig. 16 being down sampled prior to being disposed into a video stream.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0055] Persons skilled in the art will appreciate that, throughout the present application, a set-top box is used by way
of example only, and that the present invention is not limited to a particular type of video rendering device, but rather
includes any suitable device for example, but not limited to, a suitably configured computing device including a mobile
telephone.
[0056] Similarly, persons skilled in the art will appreciate that, throughout the present application, a Headend is used
by way of example only, and that the present invention is not limited to a particular type of content preparation apparatus,
but rather includes any suitable device.
[0057] Reference is now made to Fig. 1, which is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view of a program guide system
10 constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.
[0058] The program guide system 10 is typically implemented in an environment including a Headend 12 and a plurality
of receivers 14 (only one shown for the sake of clarity). The receivers 14 are typically personal video recorders PVRs
(set-top boxes (STBs) with a hard disk for recording content). Video and data are generally broadcast from the Headend
12 to the receivers 14 using a satellite link 18. However, it will be appreciated by those ordinarily skilled in the art that
any suitable communication link may be used to broadcast video and data from the Headend 12 to the receivers 14, for
example, but not limited to, a cable, terrestrial or Internet Protocol (IP) communication link. It will also be appreciated
by those ordinarily skilled in the art that the program guide system 10 may be implemented in any other suitable envi-
ronment.
[0059] By way of introduction, the program guide system 10 is generally operative to produce a magazine style program
guide 16 in the form of a video clip with metadata. The video clip and metadata are typically produced at the Headend
12. The video clip and metadata are then generally "pushed", in a transport stream 22, by the Headend 12 via the satellite
link 18 to the receivers 14. The video clip is preferably automatically recorded by the receivers 14 without viewer inter-
vention onto the hard disk (not shown) along with the metadata. The metadata typically associates individual programs
with timecodes in the video clip. Metadata is described in more detail with reference to Fig. 9. The video clip is then
generally rendered by the receivers 14 yielding the program guide 16.
[0060] As a useful analogy, imagine a television guide paper magazine (one-sided edition) complete with program
listings, articles and reviews. Remove the staples and lay the pages out in a tall column. Now capture a video clip moving
the camera from the top page to the last page. Playing the video clip scrolls from the top of the first page of the magazine
to the bottom of the last page of the magazine.
[0061] On entering the program guide 16, a viewer 20 is typically taken to a paused playback of the video clip. Pressing
a down key (not shown) on a remote control 24 typically plays the video clip forwards (scrolling down the program guide
16) and pressing an up key (not shown) typically plays the video clip in reverse (scrolling up the program guide 16).
Letting go of the remote keys generally causes scrolling to stop by leaving the video clip in pause mode. The program
guide 16 also preferably includes a plurality of channels and a plurality of days for each channel. Pressing other remote
control keys (not shown) preferably allows the viewer 20 to jump to specific timecodes in the video clip in order to allow
jumping to new sections of the video clip associated with programming for the next 24 hours, the next channel, or jump
over reviews, by way of example only.
[0062] Reference is now made to Fig. 2, which is a view of a program guide screen 26 produced using the system 10
of Fig. 1.
[0063] It is important to note that in the simple analogy given in Fig.1, whereby the television guide paper magazine
is converted into the video clip, the viewer 20 (Fig. 1) would see the whole screen scrolling as the viewer 20 issued
scrolling commands from the remote control 24 (Fig. 1). In a preferred implementation of the program guide 16 only a
portion of the program guide screen 26 scrolls while the remaining portion of the program guide screen 26 remains fairly
static. The program guide screen 26 preferably includes a scrolling window 32 where a plurality of program items 34
may be scrolled vertically for navigation by the viewer 20 (Fig. 1). The program guide screen 26 also preferably includes
a plurality of tabs 28 and logos 30 to indicate the day and channel of the programs shown in the program guide 16. The
tabs 28 and logos 30 generally do not scroll vertically with the program items 34. The tabs 28 and logos 30 typically
change as the day and channel update, respectively. The tabs 28 and logos 30 generally scroll horizontally at date or
channel boundaries, whilst the programs items 34 and images associated with the program items 34 scroll vertically.
The tabs 28 and logos 30 typically slide such that the current day or channel remains in the middle of the program guide
screen 26.
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[0064] The program guide 16 is preferably operative such that the viewer 20 experiences a highly responsive naviga-
tional tool with images and text smoothly scrolling.
[0065] The program guide 16 is typically prepared to include 10 days of programming, by way of example only.
[0066] Preferably, movies included in the program items 34 are surrounded above and below by a plurality of sprockets
36 in order to make the movies easily identifiable and visually more interesting. Movies and other program items 34 in
the program guide 16 may include a pictorial representation 38 and/or a synopsis 40.
[0067] Sports programs may be colored green (like grass) to allow rapid searching.
[0068] A top program item 42 in the scroll window 32 may be highlighted, for example using an on-screen display 44,
when scrolling stops.
[0069] Reference is now made to Fig. 3, which is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view of the Headend 12 in the
system 10 of Fig. 1.
[0070] The program guide system 10, typically implemented at the Headend 12, preferably includes a plurality of
operationally connected modules including a receive module 46, a video sequence preparation module 48, a metadata
generator 50 and a multiplexer 52.
[0071] Reference is now made to Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 is a view of a program list 54 for use with the Headend 12 of
Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a view of a plurality of snapshots 56 of the program list 54 of Fig. 4. Reference is also made to Fig. 3. It
should be noted that only part of the program list 54 is shown in Fig. 4 for the sake of clarity.
[0072] An auto-generation tool (not shown) is preferably used to generate a graphic output based on: a list of the
program items 34; program times; channels and days; synopsis data; and a format template. The graphic output is an
intermediate file that a graphic designer can add images where appropriate, reside and reposition various parts. The
final output produced by the graphic designer is the formatted program list 54. It will be appreciated by those ordinarily
skilled in the art that the program list 54 may be produced entirely using the auto-generation tool or entirely by the graphic
designer.
[0073] Additionally, a set of data 58 is also produced by the auto-generation tool. The data 58 typically includes the
position of the program items 34 in the program list 54, channel and day boundaries in the program list 54 as well as
the program times associated with the program items, among other items. The data is typically used by the metadata
generator 50 to generate metadata 60, described in more detail below.
[0074] In accordance with an alternative preferred embodiment of the present invention, the data 58 is not produced
at all. Instead, the metadata generator 50 prepares the metadata 60 based on: the input to the auto-generation tool; and
analysis of the program list 54.
[0075] Additionally, in accordance with another alterative preferred embodiment of the present invention, the program
list 54 is a list of unformatted data including the program items 34, program times, channels and days, synopsis data
and pictorial representations. The unformatted data is then typically processed by the video sequence preparation module
48 based on a format template, thereby negating the need for the separate auto-generation tool and the graphic designer.
[0076] The receive module 46 is preferably operative to receive the program list 54. The program list 54 typically
includes the program items 34 and associated pictorial representations 38.
[0077] Before the first program item 34 of the day, a section 62 which reviews the day’s programming optionally
appears. The font or color scheme, or a short cut may make it easier for the viewer 20 (Fig. 1) to by-pass the section
62, if required.
[0078] Reference is now made to Fig. 6, which is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view showing preparation of
a video sequence 66 by the Headend 12 of Fig. 3. Reference is also made to Fig. 3.
[0079] The video sequence preparation module 48 is preferably operative to receive the program list 54 and the data
58 from the receive module 46.
[0080] Fig. 6 shows a section 64 of the program list 54. It should be noted that the section 64 of the program list 54
is not shown in the part of the program list 54 shown in Fig. 4.
[0081] The video sequence preparation module 48 is preferably operative to prepare the video sequence 66. The
video sequence 66 includes a plurality of video frames 68. Each of the video frames 68 preferably includes: a central
section 70 corresponding to the scrolling window 32 of Fig. 2; and a surrounding section 72 which includes the tabs 28
and logos 30. The central section 70 generally includes at least one of the program items 34 from the program list 54
and/or the day review section 62 (Fig. 4). As the video frames 68 progress in the video sequence 66, the program items
34 progressively scroll in the section 70. As day and channel boundaries are reached, the tabs 28 and logos 30 are
updated as required.
[0082] Therefore, the video sequence 66 produced by the video sequence preparation module 48 is generally based
on: the program list 54; the data 58 (if used); and the size and position of the scrolling window 32 (Fig. 2) as well as the
formatting for the tabs 28 and logos 30 (Fig. 2) optionally included in the data 58.
[0083] Generally, the video frames 68 are generated by the video sequence preparation module 48 such that playing
the video sequence 66 by a rendering device (for example, but not limited to, one of the receivers 14) generates a video
output showing scrolling of the program items 34 in the scrolling window 32 of the program guide screen 26 (Fig. 2).
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[0084] The term "play", in a grammatical form thereof, as used in the specification and claims, is defined as playing
the video sequence 66 in order in either a forward or reverse direction unless the term "play" is accompanied with another
descriptor, for example, "play forward" or "playing in reverse".
[0085] Therefore, in general, the video sequence preparation module 48 is preferably operative to prepare the video
sequence 66 such that: playing the video sequence 66 in a forward direction by a rendering device (the receiver 14 of
Fig. 1) generates the video output showing scrolling of the program items 34 in one direction; and playing the video
sequence 66 in a reverse direction by a rendering device generates the video output showing scrolling of the program
items 34 in another direction (see Figs. 11 and 12).
[0086] Reference is again made to Figs. 2 and 3.
[0087] The metadata generator 50 is preferably operative to receive: data 90 from the video sequence preparation
module 48; and the data 58 from the receive module 46 (when the data 58 is used). The data 90 from the video sequence
preparation module 48 is necessary in order to link the timecodes of the video frames 68 (Fig. 6) to the metadata 60.
[0088] The metadata 60 is typically used for: navigation of the program guide 16; and disposing one or more indicators
74 showing the program items 34 that have been booked for recording.
[0089] Navigation of the program guide 16 based on the metadata 60 is described in more detail with reference to
Figs. 7-9.
[0090] The indicators 74 are typically superimposed over the output of the video sequence 66 as an on-screen display
by the receivers 14 (Fig. 1). As the height allocated to the program items 34 may be different for different program items
34, it is necessary for the metadata 60 to include a height measurement 76 for each of the program items 34 in order
to determine where to dispose the indicator(s) 74. If advertisements, or similar items, are inserted in the program list 54,
the height of an advertisement is preferably appended to the program item 34 above the advertisement in order to
simplify the calculation of placement of the indicator(s) 74. The indicators 74 are described in more detail with reference
to Figs. 9 and 10.
[0091] The video sequence 66 generally does not have any audio track since audio output of the audio track would
be distorted when constantly changing speed and/or direction. Instead, an audio clip (which may also be included in the
metadata 60) is preferably played separately in a loop, which is unaffected by the playback of video sequence 66.
[0092] Reference is again made to Fig. 6.
[0093] The metadata 60 also preferably indicates a plurality of scroll latch points 78 being the video frames 68 where
a whole program item 34 is at the top of the program items 34 in the section 70 or scrolling window 32 (Fig. 2). The scroll
latch points 78 are typically used to ensure that when scrolling stops, a whole program item 34 is always at the top of
the program items 34.
[0094] Reference is now made to Fig. 7, which is a view of the video sequence 66 prepared by the Headend 12 of
Fig. 3. Reference is also made to Fig. 2.
[0095] The video sequence 66 typically includes the program items 34 for a plurality channels (CH1, CH2, CH3, etc.)
and a plurality of days (DAY1, DAY2, DAY3, DAY4, etc.) for each channel.
[0096] Navigation by the viewer 20 (Fig. 1) in the program guide 16 from one day to another day and from one channel
to another channel, whilst keeping to approximately the same time of day, generally requires suitable entries in the
metadata 60 (Fig. 3). In particular, the metadata 60 preferably includes data linking the video frames to: the program
times (not shown), the channels (CH1, CH2, CH3, etc.), and the days (DAY1, DAY2, DAY3, DAY4, etc.).
[0097] The term "link" or "linking", as used in the specification and claims, is defined as a direct link or indirect link via
one or more metadata elements.
[0098] Reference is now made to Fig. 8, which is a view of a plurality of video sequences 80 prepared by the Headend
12 of Fig. 3. Reference is also made to Fig. 2.
[0099] In accordance with an alternative preferred embodiment of the present invention, a separate video sequence
80 is uniquely associated with the program items 34 of each channel (CH1, CH2, CH3, etc.). Therefore, the metadata
60 (Fig. 3) preferably links each of the channels (CH1, CH2, CH3, etc.) to the appropriate video sequence 80.
[0100] Reference is now made to Fig. 9, which is a view showing a video sequence 84 with the program items 34
having associated timecodes 82 for use by the Headend 12 of Fig. 3. The video sequence 84 is substantially the same
as the video sequence 66 of Fig. 3 except that the video sequence 84 is prepared from a different program list than the
program list 54 (Fig. 3).
[0101] The video sequence 84 includes three channels 86 (namely, BBB1, BBB2, TTV1) and three days 88 (namely,
Thursday, Friday, Saturday), by way of example only.
[0102] The timecodes 82 are assigned by the video sequence preparation module 48 while the video sequence 84 is
being prepared.
[0103] The format of the metadata 60 needs to be carefully defined, in order to enable determining which program
items 34 are associated with a particular timecode 82 as well as the screen location of the program items 34, for example,
but not limited to, to allow booking of a program item and showing booked events once the program items 34 have
stopped scrolling. There is a trade-off between the graphic designer of the ’magazine’ being completely free to put events
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anywhere (which typically relates to large quantity of metadata) and keeping events evenly spaced throughout (which
typically relates to a smaller quantity of metadata). The trade-off is a design decision to be made at implementation time.
The metadata 60 is attached to the video sequence 84 by including a data stream (not shown) with the video sequence 84.
[0104] Typically data elements included in the metadata 60 are shown in Table 1. The values in parenthesis are typical
values based on the timecodes 82. and the program items 34 and channels shown in Fig. 9.

[0105] The following examples illustrate some of the use cases of the metadata 60 by the receivers 14 (Fig. 1).
[0106] In order to find the appropriate place to start the video sequence 84, the following steps may be performed.
First, the current time and date, T are retrieved (say 19:05Thur). The current channel being viewed C, is determined
(say "101"). CHANNEL_ID[] is looped through until a matching index with C is found (index position 1 is found). The
index in CHAN_PROG_INDEX[] is used to obtain the first program on channel C (index 0 is found). Starting at the index
0, PROG_TIMES[] is looped through to find the index of the currently viewed program (index 2 is found having a value

Table 1: The components of the metadata 60

Item 
Number

Reference Description

1 VERSION Version of the metadata 60.

2 AUDIO_CLIP Provides music while in the program guide 16.

3 NUM_CHANNELS Number of channels in the program guide 16. (3)

4 CHAN_PROG_INDEX[] index[NUM_CHANNELS] array of program item indices that represent the 
first program item to appear on each channel boundary. (0,13,25) = "Farming" 
in each case

5 NUM_DAYS Number of days schedule in video clip. (3)

6 DAY_PROG_INDEX[] index[NUM_DAYS] array of program item indices at day transitions. (0, 5, 9, 
13, 17, 21, 25 29, 33)

7 NUM_PROGS Number of programs items (excluding review section). (37)

8 PROG_LATCH 
_TIMECODES[]

Timecodes[NUM_PROGS] array of scroll latch points to allow the video to 
come to rest with a whole program item 34 at the top. 
(100,125,165,175,185,200,225,...960,975)

9 PROG_HEIGHT 
_PIXELS[]

Pixels[NUM_PROGS] array of heights in units of pixels of the on-screen 
display (OSD) layer, for each program item 34. (150,200,150,100...)

10 SCROLL_WINDOW 
_PIXELS

The position (x and y coordinates) and height in OSID layer pixels of the 
scrolling window 32 (Fig. 2). (x = 40, y = 175, h = 300)

11 HIGHLIGHT_ICON 
_OFFSET

A vector defining the position of the highlight icon (on-screen display 44 of 
Fig. 2) when the video is stopped and latched to a program item 34. The 
vector starts from the top left point of the SCROLL_WINDOW_PIXELS and 
continues to the top left coordinate of the highlight icon. (4,24)

12 BOOKING_ICON 
_OFFSET

A vector from the top left point of the particular program item 34 to the top 
left coordinate of the booking icon (the indicator 74 of Fig. 2). (360, 4)

13 CHANNEL_ID[] Channel_ID[NUM_CHANNELS] array of channel information allowing the 
channel to be identified by the channel number. (101,102,103)

14 PROG TIMES[] Time[NUM__PROGS] array of program times in time-date format for each 
program item 34 in the program guide 16. (03:00Thu, 13:00Thu, 19:00Thu, 
19:30Thu, 20:00Thu,...)

15 DAY_TIMES[] Time[NUM_DAYS] array of times in date format for each of the separate date 
boundaries. (Thu, Fri, Sat)

16 PROGRAM_ID[] Program_ID[NUM_PROGS] array of PROGRAM_IDs to verify the expected 
program has been selected (that the metadata 60 matches service information 
(SI) data). The PROGRAM_ID may be used to display an error screen for 
example.
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of "19:00Thu"). The timecode for the program index 2 is read using PROG_LATCH_TIMECODES[] giving a value of
"165". The video sequence 84 is played in pause mode at timecode 165.
[0107] In order to stop at a scroll latch point, the following steps are generally performed. First, the viewer 20 (Fig. 1)
releases the up or down key of the remote control 24 (Fig. 1) causing a key release event to be handled. The current
timecode T is retrieved. PROG_LATCH_TIMECODES[] is iterated through to find the recently passed and next latch
timecode. If the time code has only just passed a latch point, play is reversed to return to the "passed" timecode, otherwise
play is continued to the next latch point. The definition of "just passed a latch point" is typically defined by the designer
of the program guide 16, or the broadcast or the user, by way of example only. For example, if the program item 34 "just
passed" has a height of 300 pixels including the title, the pictorial representation 38 and the synopsis 40, the title having
a height of 50 pixels, then "just passed" the latch point is typically defined as within 50 pixels of the latch point, as it is
generally assumed that the viewer 20 may stop pressing the up/down key while the title is partially displayed in the top
50 pixels of the scrolling window 32 and still expect the program guide system 10 to realize that the viewer 20 meant to
stop on the "just passed" program item 34.
[0108] In order to jump forward a day to approximately the same time of day, the following steps are generally performed.
First, the current timecode, T of the video sequence 84 is retrieved (say timecode 165). PROG_LATCH_TIMECODES[]
is iterated through to find the index of the nearest program to the highlight position (value "165" corresponds to the
program item with index of 2). The time of the nearest program is obtained by passing the index into PROG_TIMES[]
yielding "13:00Thur". DAY_PROG_INDEX[] is iterated through to find which day the nearest program represents (2 is
between 0 and 5, so the day has an index of 0). The index is set to the start of the next day (index 1, with a value of 5).
Starting at the index of 5, PROG_TIMES[] is iterated through to find the program on the next day that most closely has
the same start time ("18:00Fri"). The index is set to the new value of 7. The 7th index is searched in
PROG_LATCH_TIMECODES[] to obtain the required timecode, giving 260. Set the play position to timecode 260.
[0109] In order to jump forward a channel to approximately the same time of day, the following steps are performed.
First, the current timecode T of the video sequence 84 is retrieved (say timecode 165). PROG_LATCH_TIMECODES[]
is iterated through to find the index of the nearest program to the highlight_position (value "165" corresponds to the
program item with index of 2). The time of the nearest program is obtained by passing the index into PROG_TIMES[]
yielding "13:00Thur". The channel index of the nearest program is obtained by looking at CHAN_PROG_INDEX[] (2 is
between 0 and 13, so the channel has an index of 0). The index is set to the start of the next channel using
CHAN_PROG_INDEX[] (index 1, with a value of 13). Starting at the index of 13, PROG_TIMES[] is iterated through to
find the program scheduled at approximately the same time and day, ("18:00Thur" is the closest with an index of 15).
The index is set to 15. Use the new index in PROG_LATCH_TIMECODES[], the required timecode is retrieved (index
13 yields a timecode of 460). The play position is set to the timecode of 460.
[0110] In order to add a highlight icon (the on-screen display 44 of Fig. 2) once the scrolling has stopped or when the
program guide 16 is first run in pause mode, the following steps are preferably performed. The highlight icon position is
determined as equal to the SCROLL_WINDOW_PIXELS vector plus the HIGHLIGHT_ICON_OFFSET vector. The on-
screen display 44 is then disposed at the icon position.
[0111] In order to add a booking icon (the indicator 74 of Fig. 2), the following steps are performed. Whether the
booking icon is added when the program guide 16 is first run or whether the booking icon is added after scrolling has
stopped, the index from the PROG_LATCH_TIMECODES[] is known (say, n). The number of program items currently
being displayed is determined. The index is looped from n to m, reading and summing PROG_HEIGHT_PIXELS[index]
until the summed height is larger than the size of the scrolling window 32 (Fig. 2) given by h of
SCROLL_WTNDOW_PIXELS. Therefore, there are m-n+1 program items 34 currently on screen. For each program
index (n to m) the channel associated with the program index is determined, by comparing the index with the channel
changeover points in CHAN_PROG_INDEX[]. For each program index (n to m) the start time is obtained from
PROG_TIMES[index]. It is determined if each program item (with index n to m) is booked based on the start time and
channel. Alternatively, it is determined if each program item is booked based on the PROGRAM_ID. For the booked
programs items 34, the booking icons are disposed on the scrolling window 32 (Fig. 2). By way of example, if there are
3 program items on the screen then the y coordinate of the booking icon for the 3rd program item is given by:
SCROLL_WINDOW_PIXELS + BOOKING_ICON_OFFSET + PROG_HEIGHT_PIXELS[n] +
PROG_HEIGHT_PIXELS[n+1].
[0112] The above use cases describe "iterating arrays" for illustrative purposes only. It will be appreciated by those
ordinarily skilled in the art that other suitable algorithms and binary chops may be used in order to maximize efficiency.
[0113] Reference is again made to Fig. 3.
[0114] The video sequence 66 and the metadata 60 are preferably multiplexed in to the transport stream 22 by the
multiplexer 52.
[0115] The video sequence 66 and the metadata 60 are typically "pushed" from the Headend 12 to the receivers 14
(Fig. 1) via the transport stream 22 in substantially the same way that "interactive" content is sent to the receivers 14.
In a DVB broadcast system, the transport stream 22 typically includes a DSM-CC carousel stream (not shown) for
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carrying the metadata 60 and a video stream (not shown) for carrying the video sequence 66. Specific receivers 14 or
groups of receivers 14 may be targeted with specific versions of the video sequence 66, for example, but not limited to,
depending on subscriber package or the capabilities of the receiver 14. The video sequence 66 and the metadata 60
are typically treated as a low priority booking by the receivers 14, with automatic rebooking after a conflict is encountered.
[0116] In a DVB environment, a PMT table (not shown), typically prepared by the Headend 12, preferably lists the
component streams (the video stream and the DSM-CC carousel stream) needed for the program guide 16 so that both
the DSMCC carousel and the video stream are recorded for the program guide 16 by the receivers 14. The start time
and duration of the video sequence 66 are typically included in the event information schedule (EITSC) table. Every day
(or whatever period is suitable for the business model), a new video sequence and associated metadata is pushed by
the Headend 12 to the receivers 14. In practice, it may be possible to chop the first day off of the existing video sequence
66 at the receivers 14 and add a new day at the end of the video sequence 66.
[0117] Reference is now made to Fig. 10, which is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view of the receiver 14 and
a display device 92 in the system 10 of Fig. 1.
[0118] The program guide system 10 implemented in the receivers 14 typically includes a plurality of operationally
connected modules preferably including a demultiplexer 96, a video receive module 94, a metadata receiver 98, a
rendering module 100, a command receive module 102, and an on-screen display module 104.
[0119] The transport stream 22 is preferably received by the receiver 14 and processed by the demultiplexer 96 so
that the constituent parts of the program guide 16 can be extracted, namely the metadata 60 and the video sequence
66 (or the video sequences 80 of Fig. 8 according to an alternative preferred embodiment of the present invention).
[0120] The metadata 60 is preferably received by the metadata receiver 98. The video sequence 66 is preferably
received by the video receive module 94. The video receive module 94 typically stores the video sequence 66 on to the
hard drive of the receiver 14. The metadata receiver 98 typically saves the metadata 60 on to the hard drive of the
receiver 14. Once the video sequence 66 is on the hard drive of the receiver 14, the viewer 20 (Fig. 1) is generally not
aware that the video sequence 66 has arrived. The video sequence 66 is typically transparent to the viewer 20.
[0121] The metadata 60 is preferably used for navigation of the program guide 16 and disposing an indicator (the
indicator 74 or the on-screen display 44 of Fig. 2) on the program guide 16. The metadata 60 has been described in
more detail with reference to Figs. 7-9.
[0122] The command receive module 102 is preferably operative to receive a control command 106 from the viewer
20, via the remote control 24, to scroll the program items 34.
[0123] The rendering module 100 is preferably operative to play the video sequence 66, thereby generating video
output showing the scrolling of the program items 34. When the program guide 16 is initially selected by the viewer 20,
the rendering module 100 is preferably operative to play the video sequence 66 in pause mode.
[0124] The user interface of the program guide 16 is typically either incorporated into an existing user interface on the
receiver 14 (for example, an existing Java user interface), or the user interface is run as an interactive application.
[0125] Reference is now made to Figs. 11 and 12. Fig. 11 is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view showing
forward rendering, of the video sequence 66 by the receiver 14 of Fig. 10. Fig. 12 is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram
view showing reverse rendering of the video sequence 66 by the receiver 14 of Fig. 10. Reference is also made to Fig. 10.
[0126] By way of introduction, pressing the up/down keys (not shown) of the remote control 24 by the viewer 20 effects
scrolling up and drown, respectively, of the program items 34 on a particular channel. Preferably, the scrolling of the
program items 34 appears to the viewer as smooth scrolling. After the up/down keys are released the video sequence
66 is typically brought to a smooth stop at the next scroll latch point 78 so that a whole one of the program items 34 is
at the top of the program items 34 in the scrolling window 32. The video sequence 66 is then preferably played in paused
mode.
[0127] Scrolling the program items 34 is now described in more detail below.
[0128] The command receive module 102 is preferably operative to receive an up/down scrolling command to scroll
in an upward/downward direction, respectively. The rendering module 100 is preferably operative to play the video
sequence in a forward direction 108 or reverse direction 110 on receipt of the down/up scrolling command, thereby
generating the video output showing scrolling of the program items 34 in the downward/upward direction, respectively.
[0129] The rendering module 100 is preferably operative to adjust the play speed of the video sequence 66 during the
scrolling such that the scrolling accelerates after a start (block 114) of the scrolling (arrow 112). The speed of scrolling
typically increases to a maximum speed for comfortably scanning the program items 34 by the viewer 20.
[0130] When the up/down keys of the remote control 24 are released (block 116), and the up/down scrolling commands
are no longer being received by the command receive module 102, the rendering module 100 prepares to end the
scrolling at the next program item 34. The rendering module 100 is operative to adjust the play speed of the video
sequence 66 such that the scrolling decelerates to a stop (arrow 118), resting at the next scroll latch point 78 of the next
program item 34, based on the metadata 60 received by the metadata receiver 98. Preferably, if the up/down keys are
released just after passing the scroll latch point 78 of one of the program items 34, then the rendering module 100 plays
back to the "passed" scroll latch point 78.
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[0131] Pressing the up/down key of the remote control 24 and then immediately releasing the up/down key preferably
scrolls to the next program item 34. When the up/down key is pressed and immediately released, the scrolling typically
accelerates faster than when the up-down key is kept depressed. At approximately the middle of the next program item
34, the scroll speed typically starts decelerating and the scrolling rests in the correct place, at the scroll latch point 78
of the next program item 34.
[0132] Both the acceleration and deceleration is typically dependant on the height of the program items 34 in such a
way that all program items 34 take the same time to scroll over to the next program item 34, so that the viewer 20 can
therefore get into a rhythm when jumping from one program item 34 to the next. Having to wait longer to press a key
after some program items 34 and not other program items 34 is an unpleasant user experience that is preferably avoided.
[0133] The scroll latch points 78 are preferably identified based on the metadata 60, described in detail with reference
to Fig. 9.
[0134] A key is preferably assigned on the remote control 24 so that the viewer 20 can jump to the start of the program
guide 16 where the review section 62 (Fig. 4) is located. Alternatively, the viewer 20 can scroll back to the top of the
program guide 16 in order to view the review section 62. The section 62 may appear once at the very beginning of the
program guide 16 or at the beginning of each day and/or each channel.
[0135] The rendering module 100 preferably includes a function for playing the video sequence 66 from one timecode
with acceleration and then decelerating until another timecode. The function is typically implemented in any layer of the
receiver 14 software, but preferably as close as possible to the hardware driver layer.
[0136] The program guide 16 may be designed such that the images in the scrolling window 32 are: wider when the
top of the scrolling window 32 is close to a scroll latch point; and narrower away from the scroll latch points, so that the
viewer 20 has a feeling when the scrolling is on, or near to, a scroll latch point.
[0137] Reference is again made to Figs. 2 and 10.
[0138] Once the program items 34 have stopped scrolling, the top program item 34 is preferably highlighted with the
on-screen display 44 by the on-screen display module 104. The position of the on-screen display 44 is based on the
metadata 60, described in detail with reference to Fig. 9.
[0139] The viewer 20 may select the top program item 34, preferably highlighted with the on-screen display 44, in
order to book the top program item 34 for recording by the receiver 14. The top program item is typically selected for
booking by pressing a selection key (not shown) of the remote control 24. The Program_ID of the top program item 34
is typically used to identify the top program item 34 when booking programs to prevent errors occurring when the actual
program schedule is different from the program schdule shown in the program guide 16. The receiver 14 then displays
booking screens (not shown) in order to book the top program item 14. Once the top program item 34 is booked, the
on-screen display module 104 is preferably operative to dispose the indicator 74 (by way of example only, a red dot or
circle) on the program guide screen 26 showing that the top program item 34 has been booked. The position of the
indicator 74 is based on the height of the program items 34 as described in detail with reference to Fig. 9.
[0140] The on-screen display module 104 may also be used to dispose other .on-screen displays on the program
guide screen 26, for example, but not limited to, graying-out program items 34 not in the subscription package of the
viewer 20.
[0141] Reference is again made to Figs. 2, 7 and 10.
[0142] The viewer 20 may jump from channel to channel in the program guide 16 typically using the channel up/down
keys (not shown) of the remote control 24. The command receive module 102 is preferably operative to receive a channel
change command 106 from the viewer 20 to select a new channel for viewing in the program guide 16. Preferably, the
program guide 16 is restarted in the new channel at the same approximate time as shown in the program guide 16 for
the previous channel. The metadata 60 links the channels and program times to the video frames 68 (Fig. 6) as described
in detail with reference to Fig. 9. On receipt of the channel change command 106, the rendering module 100 is preferably
operative to play the video sequence 66 from the video frame 68 indicated by the metadata as being associated with
the new channel and at the same approximate time as shown in the program guide 16 for the previous channel.
[0143] The viewer 20 may jump from one day to another in the program guide 16 typically using the left/right keys (not
shown) of the remote control 24. The command receive module 102 is preferably operative to receive a day change
command 106 from the viewer 20 to select a new day for viewing in the program guide 16. Preferably, the program guide
16 is restarted in the new day at the same approximate time as shown in the program guide 16 for the previous day.
The metadata 60 links the days and program times to the video frames 68 (Fig. 6) as described in detail with reference
to Fig. 9. On receipt of the day change command, 106, the rendering module 100 is preferably operative to play the
video sequence 66 from the video frame 68 indicated by the metadata as being associated with the new day and at the
same approximate time as shown in the program guide 16 for the previous day.
[0144] Reference is again made to Figs. 2, 8 and 10.
[0145] When the transport stream 22 includes the video sequences 80, such that each of the video sequences 80 is
uniquely associated with one of the channels of the program guide 16, the video receive module 94 is preferably operative
to receive the video sequences 80. The metadata 60 links the channels to an associated one of the video sequences
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80. On receipt of the channel change command, the rendering module is preferably operative to start playing another
of the video sequences 80 indicated by the metadata 60 as being associated with the new channel on receipt of the
channel change command.
[0146] Some of the advantages of the program guide system 10 are listed below.
[0147] First, the broadcaster can offer more information to the viewer 20 without forcing the viewer 20 to read, or be
stuck on, pages of information that are not of interest, since the viewer 20 can skim-read past the fast moving text that
is not of interest without feeling stuck on the ’wrong menu’ and arrive at the place of interest with ease.
[0148] Second, fonts and graphics of the program guide 16 can be completely changed whenever a new video sequence
66 is produced. Furthermore, the inclusion of large bitmaps (such as a big image of a film) generally incurs no further
software memory, no additional SI (Service Information) data elements, no scrolling speed cost, and no software design
changes. At festive times, such as Christmas and Easter, the look and feel of the program guide 16 can suddenly change
to the appropriate graphical treatment.
[0149] There are many possible implementation models of the program guide system 10. For example, multiple video
clips may be created, one for each subscription package. The video clips can then be pushed selectively to the right
receivers 14, allowing the program guide 16 to contain principally information on programs related to the subscriber’s
package with toned down information on non-package programs for advertising purposes. A different implementation
model might have one video clip for all subscribers to aid simplicity of implementation. Alternatively, one video clip could
be produced per channel (described- with reference to Fig. 8) to allow the receivers 14 to display only the appropriate
channels for a specific viewer, based on the favorites of the viewer 20 or parental control rules, for example.
[0150] Reference is now made to Fig. 13, which is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view showing rendering of
a video sequence 120 of the program guide 16 including an element 122 in motion by the receiver 14 of Fig. 10.
[0151] Rather than just having a still pictorial representation appearing with one of the program items 34 in the program
guide 16, a short video clip with movement (for example, but not limited to, a person winking and/or dancing) may be
added to the program guide 16 so that as the program guide 16 is scrolled up and down, the pictorial representation of
the program item 34 moves, thereby further interesting the viewer 20 (Fig. 1).
[0152] The start and end points of the video clip are preferably the same so that the video clip loops smoothly.
[0153] When the program guide 16 is locked on a scroll latch point, the pictorial representation shown is typically the
preferred image in the sequence, such as the person not currently in a wink, or the start of the little dance.
[0154] A problem with using video clips for the pictorial representations is now described below.
[0155] Fig. 13 shows the video sequence 120 being played in a forward direction (arrow 124). As the program items
34 scroll down, the element 122 in motion develops from a dot into an expanding explosion. However, when the video
sequence 120 is played in reverse (arrow 126), corresponding to the program items 34 scrolling down, the element 122
in motion starts out as a large explosion which contracts to a dot.
[0156] Therefore, it is preferable to limit the video clips to time-symmetrical movements.
[0157] A system and method to allow movement of an element in motion without requiring time-symmetrical movements
is now described below.
[0158] Reference is now made to Fig. 14, which is a view of a scene 128 including an element 130 in motion.
[0159] Some applications are based on scrolling or panning through content. In such applications it is a common need
to change the direction of the scrolling under viewer control, for example: the program guide system 10 of Figs. 1-13;
and a side-on shooter or platform game which may include panning through a scene to both the left and right.
[0160] In a similar fashion to the program guide system 10, a single video sequence can be produced which can be
played forward and in reverse in order to simulate scrolling up and down or panning left and right, depending on the
application. The term "scrolling", and all grammatical forms thereof, as is used in the specification and claims, is defined
as scrolling up and down and/or panning left and right, or scrolling in any two or more directions. Smooth reverse play
is common to many PVR implementations. When the content includes elements with motion, the above method does
not produce satisfactory results, as described with reference to Fig. 13.
[0161] Consider panning through the scene 128 that includes a ball (the element 130) and a plurality of differently
shaped sign posts 162. The ball drops above the sign post 162 closest to the center of the part of the scene 128 being
viewed. If the scene 128 is rendered in video stored on a PVR then forward play creates a pan to the right with the ball
130 dropping. However, playing the same single video sequence backwards will create a pan to the left but with the ball
130 rising.
[0162] Reference is now made to Figs. 15 and 16. Fig. 15 is a partly pictorial, partly block diagram view of a scrolling
system 132 constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 16 is
a view of a plurality of video sequences 134 of the system 132 of Fig. 15.
[0163] The scrolling system 132 is preferably operative to: prepare data; and- create video-based applications that
are typically graphically-rich. The application preferably includes scrolling content 128 in at least two directions 142, 144
while maintaining correct movement of the elements 130 in motion in the content 128 even when the direction of scrolling
is changed or stopped
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[0164] By way of introduction, the scrolling system 132 prepares the video sequences 134 including a video sequence
136 and a video sequence 138. In the video sequence 136, the motion of the elements 130 in the scene 128 is correct
for the panning to the right (arrow 142). In the video sequence 138, the motion of the elements 120 in the scene 128 is
correct for the panning to the left (arrow 144). The two video sequences should be preferably carefully authored with a
plurality of switchover points 140, where switching between the sequences 134 and hence in pan direction can occur
preferably without any visible glitch in the independent motion of elements 130 within the scene 128. A plurality of arrows
146 show the direction of switchover between the video sequences 134. Additionally, data is preferably made available
that identifies the switchover points 140.
[0165] The video sequence 136 (shown as an ordered sequence from left to right in Fig. 16) shows movement through
the scene 128 panning to the right. The element 130 gradually drops over one of the sign posts 162. Once the element
130 has reached the sign post 162, the element 130 is then positioned over the next sign post 162 on the right. The
element 130 then progressively drops over the next sign post 162. The element 130 drops while the scene 128 is being
panned to the right.
[0166] Similarly, the video sequence 138 (shown as an ordered sequence from right to left in Fig 16) shows movement
through the scene 128, but to the left. The element 130 gradually drops over the sign posts 162 but while moving to the left.
[0167] If a viewer 152 is scrolling to the right and then decides to scroll to the left, or vice-versa, a change in direction
can take place at one of the switchover points 140 in accordance with the arrows 146. It can be seen that the viewer
152 can switch between the video sequence 136 and the video sequence 138 in order to scroll right and left, respectively,
while the content as viewed by the viewer 152 appears to be continuous. For example, there are no jumps in the scene
128 when changing direction. Additionally, the motion of the element 130 as viewed by the viewer 152, even when
changing direction, appears to be the same. For example, the element 130 is still dropping (and not rising) and is still
dropping over the same sign post 162 (and not another sign post).
[0168] The scrolling system 132 is now described in more detail.
[0169] The scrolling system 132 is typically divided into two sections: a section at a broadcaster’s Headend 148 or at
the content provider; and a section in a plurality of receivers 150. The receivers 150 are typically PVRs.
[0170] At the Headend 148, the scrolling system 132 preferably includes a system for preparing: data including the
switchover points 140; and the video sequences 134, in order to enable the viewer 152 to scroll the content (the scene
128) in a plurality of directions including the direction 142 and the direction 144. The content (scene 128) typically includes
the element 130 in motion. The system at the Headend 148 preferably includes a plurality of operationally connected
modules including: a video sequence preparation module 154 and a switchover determination module 156.
[0171] The video sequence preparation module 154 is preferably operative to prepare the video sequences 134
including the video sequence 136 and the video sequence 138. Each of the video sequences 134 preferably includes
a plurality of still images 158. Each of the still images 158 typically includes part of the content (scene 128). At least
some of the still images 158 include the element 130. The video sequence 136 is typically associated with scrolling in
the direction 142. The video sequence 138 is typically associated with scrolling in the direction 144. The video sequence
138 are generally prepared such that playing the video sequence 136 and the video sequence 138 produces a video
output showing scrolling the content in the direction 142 and the direction 144, respectively.
[0172] The switchover determination module 156 is preferably operative to prepare the data including the corresponding
switchover points 140 in the video sequences 134 for switching between the video sequences 134 and therefore for
switching the direction of scrolling by the viewer 152.
[0173] In accordance with a most preferred embodiment of the present invention, the video sequence preparation
module 154 is operative to prepare the video sequences 134 such that some of the still images 158 of the video sequence
136 are the same as some of the still images 158 of the video sequence 138. Therefore, the video sequence 136 and
the video sequence 138 have a plurality of common still images 160. Apart from the common still images 160, the other
still images 158 in each of the video sequences 136, 138 are generally different due to the element 130 in motion in the
scene 128.
[0174] The switchover determination module 156 is preferably operative to define the switchover points 140 as being
at, or next to, the common still images 160. The term "next to", as used in the specification and claims, is defined herein
as being before, or after, a frame in a video sequence according to a logical sequence of the video, for example, but not
limited to, according to timecodes of the still images 158 in the video sequences 134.
[0175] The video sequences 134 and the switchover points 140 are preferably prepared such that even during switching
the direction of scrolling, the content as viewed by the viewer 152 appears to be continuous.
[0176] The video sequences 134 and the switchover points 140 are preferably prepared such that, whether the scrolling
is in the direction 142 or the direction 144, the motion of the element 130 as viewed by the viewer 152 appears to be
the same, for example, the ball is always falling while scrolling in both directions (and not rising in the direction 142 and
falling in the direction 144).
[0177] The author of the video sequences 134 should be aware of the constraint that the motion within the content
generally places on the location of the switchover points 140.
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[0178] In games, where the motion of objects in a scene may be repetitive, for example, the element 130 in the scene
128, the switchover points 140 are optionally defined according to a repetition of the motion of the element 130.
[0179] In program guides, for example, but not limited to, the program guide 16 of Fig. 2, the content includes the
program items 34. The switchover determination module 156 is preferably operative to define the switchover points 140
according to the scroll latch points 78 (Fig. 6), for example, but not limited to, having a video clip start and end at the
scroll latch points 78.
[0180] It will be appreciated by those ordinarily skilled in the art that the scrolling system 132 may be configured to
provide scrolling for any suitable content including one or more elements 130. The element 130 is shown as a ball, but
it will be appreciated by those ordinarily skilled in the art that the element 130 can take any shape or form and may even
change over time, for example, but not limited to, an explosion or other suitable animation or video clip and/or a looped
video preview of a program item in a program guide.
[0181] An example of navigation of the video sequences 134 is described below.
[0182] Starting on the left hand side of the video sequence 136, a frame 164 is shown, centered on a square signpost
166 with the ball 130 starting to drop onto the signpost 166. If we follow the arrow 142 to a next frame 168, the view has
panned to the right of the scene 128, so that the square signpost 166 has moved to the left in the frame 168. The ball
130 has also dropped closer to the square signpost 166. Following the arrow 142 to the right, the right panning continues
and the ball 130 continues to drop, until a frame 170 is reached, the frame 170 having a star signpost 172 in the centre
of the frame 170, with a new ball 130 starting to drop on the star signpost 172. At the frame 170, which is also one of
the switchover points 140, panning can continue to follow the direction 142 to the right while the new ball 130 falls towards
the star signpost 172. Alternately, panning can change to the left (arrow 144) with the new ball 130 falling towards the
star signpost 172, by switching over to the video sequence 138 (see the arrow 146 between the frame 170 and a frame
174).
[0183] The scrolling system 132 implemented in the receiver 150 is now described in more detail.
[0184] At the receivers 150, the scrolling system 132 preferably includes a system for enabling the viewer 152 to scroll
the content (the scene element 130, by way of example only) in a plurality of directions including the directions 142, 144.
The system at the receiver 150 preferably includes a plurality of operationally connected modules including: a video
receive module 176, a switchover point receive module 178, a rendering module 180, a command receive module 182,
and a switchover module 184.
[0185] The video receive module 176 is preferably operative to receive the video sequences 134.
[0186] The switchover point receive module 178 is preferably operative to receive the switchover points 140.
[0187] The command receive module 182 is preferably operative to receive a control command 186 from a remote
control 188 operated by the viewer 152 to scroll in the direction 142.
[0188] The rendering module 180 is preferably operative to play the video sequence 136 upon receipt of the control
command 186.
[0189] The command receive module 182 is preferably operative to receive another control command 186 from the
viewer 152 to scroll in the direction 144.
[0190] The switchover module 184 is preferably operative to: find the next switchover point 140 for exiting the video
sequence 136, upon receipt of the other control command 186; find the corresponding switchover point 140 in the video
sequence 138; and instruct the rendering module 180 to switch from playing the video sequence 136 to the video
sequence 138 based on the found switchover points 140.
[0191] Reference is now made to Fig. 17, which is a view of the video sequences 134 of Fig. 16 disposed in a video
stream 190.
[0192] The video sequence preparation module 154 (Fig. 15) is preferably operative to prepare the video stream 190
including a plurality of video frames 192 associated with a plurality of timecodes 194, each of the video frames 192
including one of the still images 158 (Fig. 16) of the video sequences 134. The switchover determination module 156 is
preferably operative to define the switchover points 140 with reference to the timecodes 194 of the video frames 192.
[0193] Reference is now made to Fig. 18, which is a view of the video sequences 134 of Fig. 16 being down-sampled
prior to being disposed into a video stream 196.
[0194] The video sequences 134 can be spatially combined via downsampling into a set of frames 198. The video
sequence preparation module 154 (Fig. 15) is preferably operative to prepare the video stream 196 including the video
frames 198, each of the video frames 198 including more than one of the still images 158.
[0195] Upon playback by the rendering module 180 (Fig. 15) a windowed region of the video representing one of the
sequences 134 (Fig. 16) is up-sampled and presented to the viewer 152. At the switchover points 140 (Fig. 16) the up-
sample window can be switched to the other video sequence 134 (Fig. 16) and the direction of playback reversed.
[0196] It will be appreciated by those ordinarily skilled in the art that an additional video sequence(s) may be produced
so that scrolling through the content may be paused while still showing motion of the element(s) in the "paused" content.
It will be appreciated by those ordinarily skilled in the art that an additional video sequence(s) may be produced so that
the content can be scrolled at different speeds.
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[0197] It is appreciated that software components of the present invention may, if desired, be implemented in ROM
(read only memory) form. The software components may, generally, be implemented in hardware, if desired, using
conventional techniques. It will be appreciated that various features of the invention which are, for clarity, described in
the contexts of separate embodiments may also be provided in combination in a single embodiment. Conversely, various
features of the invention which are, for brevity, described in the context of a single embodiment may also be provided
separately or in any suitable sub-combination. It will also be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that the present
invention is not limited by what has been particularly shown and described hereinabove. Rather the scope of the invention
is defined only by the claims which follow.
[0198] The present invention can be implemented in dedicated hardware, using a programmable digital controller
suitably programmed, or using a combination of hardware and softare:
[0199] Alternatively, the present invention can be implemented by software or programmable computing apparatus.
This includes any computer, including PDAs (personal digital assistants), mobile phones, etc. The code for each process
in the methods according to the invention may be modular, or may be arranged in an alternative way to perform the
same function. The methods and apparatus according to the invention are applicable to any computer with a network
connection.
[0200] Thus the present invention encompasses a carrier medium carrying machine readable instructions or computer
code for controlling a programmable controller, computer or number of computers as the apparatus of the invention.
The carrier medium can comprise any storage medium such as a floppy disk, CD ROM, DVD ROM, hard disk, magnetic
tape, or programmable memory device, or a transient medium such as an electrical, optical, microwave, RF, electro-
magnetic, magnetic or acoustical signal. An example of such a signal is an encoded signal carrying a computer code
over a communications network, e.g. a TCP/IP signal carrying computer code over an IP network such as the Internet,
an intranet, or a local area network.
[0201] While the invention has been described in terms of what are at present its preferred embodiments, it will be
apparent to those skilled in the art that various changes can be made to the preferred embodiments without departing
from the scope of the invention, which is defined by the claims.

Claims

1. A program guide generation system to generate a program guide for rendering by a rendering device, the system
comprising a plurality of operationally connected modules including:

a receive module (46) to receive a list (54) including a plurality of program items;
a video sequence preparation module (48) to prepare a video sequence (66) such that:

the video sequence (66) includes a plurality of video frames;
each of the video frames includes at least one of the program items, wherein the program item is fully or
partially included within the video frame;
playing the video sequence (66) in a forward direction by the rendering device generates the video output
showing scrolling of the program items in a first direction; and
playing the video sequence (66) in a reverse direction by the rendering device generates the video output
showing scrolling of the program items in a second direction; and

a metadata generator (50) to generate metadata (60) for use in navigation of the program guide, wherein the
metadata indicates the video frames where a whole one of the program items is at the top of the program items.

2. The system according to claim 1, wherein the metadata is for use disposing an indicator showing that one of the
program items has been booked.

3. The system according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the program guide includes a plurality of channels, the metadata
(60) linking the channels to the video frames.

4. The system according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the program guide includes a plurality of channels, the video
sequence being associated with the program items of one of the channels, the video sequence preparation module
being operative to prepare a plurality of other video sequences, the other video sequences being uniquely associated
with other ones of the channels, the metadata (60) linking the channels to the video sequence (66) and the other
video sequences.
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5. A program guide system to generate a program guide including a plurality of program items for navigation by a
viewer, the system comprising a plurality of operationally connected modules including:

a video receive module (94) to receive a video sequence (66) including a plurality of video frames, each of the
video frames including at least one of the program items, wherein the program item is fully or partially included
within the video frame, such that playing the video sequence (66) generates a video output showing scrolling
of the program items;
a metadata receiver (98) to receive metadata (60) for use in navigation of the program guide;
a command receive module (102) to receive a first scrolling command to scroll in a first direction and a second
scrolling command to scroll in a second direction; and
a rendering module (100) is operative to:

on receipt of the first scrolling command, to play the video sequence (66) in a forward direction thereby
generating the video output showing scrolling of the program items in the first direction; and
on receipt of the second scrolling command, to play the video sequence (66) in a reverse direction thereby
generating the video output showing scrolling of the program items in the second direction, wherein the
metadata (60) indicates a plurality of scroll latch points being the video frames where a whole one of the
program items is at the top of the program items, the rendering module (100) being operative to bring the
scrolling to rest at the scroll latch points.

6. The system according to claim 5, wherein the scrolling of the program items appears to the viewer as smooth scrolling.

7. The system according to claim 5 or claim 6, wherein the rendering module (100) is operative to adjust a play speed
of the video sequence (66) during the scrolling such that the scrolling accelerates after a start of the scrolling.

8. The system according to claim 7, wherein the rendering module is operative to adjust the play speed of the video
sequence (66) during an end of the scrolling such that the scrolling decelerates to a stop.

9. The system according to any of claims 5-8, wherein the metadata (60) is for use in disposing an indicator showing
that one of the program items has been booked.

10. A method to generate a program guide for rendering by a rendering device, the method comprising:

receiving a list including a plurality of program items;
preparing a video sequence (66) such that:

the video sequence (66) includes a plurality of video frames;
each of the video frames includes at least one of the program items, wherein the program item is fully or
partially included within the video frame;
playing the video sequence (66) in a forward direction by the rendering device generates the video output
showing scrolling of the program items in a first direction; and
playing the video sequence (66) in a reverse direction by the rendering device generates the video output
showing scrolling of the program items in a second direction; and

generating metadata (60) for use in navigation of the program guide, wherein the metadata (60) indicates the
video frames where a whole one of the program items is at the top of the program items.

11. A method to generate a program guide including a plurality of program items for navigation by a viewer, the method
comprising:

receiving a video sequence (66) including a plurality of video frames, each of the video frames including at least
one of the program items, wherein the program item is fully or partially included within the video frame, such
that playing the video sequence (66) generates a video output showing scrolling of the program items;
receiving metadata (60) for use in navigation of the program guide;
receiving a first scrolling command to scroll in a first direction;
receiving a second scrolling command to scroll in a second direction;
on receipt of the first scrolling command, playing the video sequence (66) in a forward direction thereby generating
the video output showing scrolling of the program items in the first direction; ,
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on receipt of the second scrolling command, playing the video sequence in a reverse direction thereby generating
the video output showing scrolling of the program items in the second direction, wherein the metadata (60)
indicates a plurality of scroll latch points being the video frames where a whole one of the program items is at
the top of the program items; and
bringing the scrolling to rest at the scroll latch points.

Patentansprüche

1. Programmführer-Erzeugungssystem, um einen Programmführer zur Wiedergabe durch eine Wiedergabevorrichtung
zu erzeugen, wobei das System eine Vielzahl von betrieblich verbundenen Modulen umfasst, die Folgendes ein-
schließen:

ein Empfangsmodul (46), um eine Liste (54) zu empfangen, die eine Vielzahl von Programmeinträgen ein-
schließt;
ein Videosequenzaufbereitungsmodul (48), um eine Videosequenz (66) aufzubereiten, sodass:

die Videosequenz (66) eine Vielzahl von Videobildern einschließt;
jedes der Videobilder mindestens einen der Programmeinträge einschließt, worin der Programmeintrag
ganz oder teilweise in das Videobild eingeschlossen ist;
das Abspielen der Videosequenz (66) durch die Wiedergabevorrichtung in einer Vorwärtsrichtung die Vi-
deoausgabe erzeugt, die das Blättern der Programmeinträge in einer ersten Richtung zeigt; und
das Abspielen der Videosequenz (66) durch die Wiedergabevorrichtung in einer Rückwärtsrichtung die
Videoausgabe erzeugt, die das Blättern der Programmeinträge in einer zweiten Richtung zeigt; und
einen Metadatenerzeuger (50), um Metadaten (60) zur Verwendung bei der Navigation des Programmfüh-
rers zu erzeugen, worin die Metadaten diejenigen Videobilder angeben, wo ein Ganzer der Programmein-
träge an der Spitze der Programmeinträge steht.

2. System nach Anspruch 1, worin die Metadaten zum Einrichten eines Indikators dienen, der zeigt, dass einer der
Programmeinträge reserviert worden ist.

3. System nach Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2, worin der Programmführer eine Vielzahl von Kanälen einschließt, wobei
die Metadaten (60) die Kanäle mit den Videobildern verknüpfen.

4. System nach Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2, worin der Programmführer eine Vielzahl von Kanälen einschließt, wobei
die Videosequenz mit den Programmeinträgen eines der Kanäle assoziiert ist, wobei das Videosequenzaufberei-
tungsmodul betriebsfähig ist, eine Vielzahl von anderen Videosequenzen aufzubereiten, wobei die anderen Vide-
osequenzen eindeutig mit anderen der Kanäle assoziiert sind, wobei die Metadaten (60) die Kanäle mit der Video-
sequenz (66) und den anderen Videosequenzen verknüpfen.

5. Programmführersystem, um einen Programmführer zu erzeugen, der eine Vielzahl von Programmeinträgen zur
Navigation durch einen Betrachter einschließt, wobei das System eine Vielzahl von betrieblich verbundenen Modulen
umfasst, die Folgendes einschließen:

ein Videoempfangsmodul (94), um eine Videosequenz (66) zu empfangen, die eine Vielzahl von Videobildern
einschließt, wobei jedes der Videobilder mindestens einen der Programmeinträge einschließt, worin der Pro-
grammeintrag ganz oder teilweise in das Videobild eingeschlossen ist, sodass das Abspielen der Videosequenz
(66) eine Videoausgabe erzeugt, die das Blättern der Programmeinträge zeigt;
einen Metadatenempfänger (98), um Metadaten (60) zur Verwendung bei der Navigation des Programmführers
zu empfangen;
ein Befehlsempfangsmodul (102), um einen ersten Blätterbefehl, um in eine erste Richtung zu blättern, und
einen zweiten Blätterbefehl, um in eine zweite Richtung zu blättern, zu empfangen; und
ein Wiedergabemodul (100), das betriebsfähig ist:

bei Empfang des ersten Blätterbefehls die Videosequenz (66) in einer Vorwärtsrichtung abzuspielen, wo-
durch die Videoausgabe erzeugt wird, die das Blättern der Programmeinträge in der ersten Richtung zeigt;
und
bei Empfang des zweiten Blätterbefehls die Videosequenz (66) in einer Rückwärtsrichtung abzuspielen,
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wodurch die Videoausgabe erzeugt wird, die das Blättern der Programmeinträge in der zweiten Richtung
zeigt, worin die Metadaten (60) eine Vielzahl von Blättereinrastpunkten angeben, welche diejenigen Vide-
obilder sind, wo ein Ganzer der Programmeinträge an der Spitze der Programmeinträge steht, wobei das
Wiedergabemodul (100) betriebsfähig ist, das Blättern an den Blättereinrastpunkten zur Ruhe zu bringen.

6. System nach Anspruch 5, worin das Blättern der Programmeinträge dem Betrachter als ruckfreies Blättern erscheint.

7. System nach Anspruch 5 oder Anspruch 6, worin das Wiedergabemodul (100) betriebsfähig ist, eine Wiedergabe-
geschwindigkeit der Videosequenz (66) während des Blätterns nachzuregeln, sodass das Blättern sich nach einem
Beginn des Blätterns beschleunigt.

8. System nach Anspruch 7, worin das Wiedergabemodul betriebsfähig ist, die Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit der Vide-
osequenz (66) während eines Endes des Blätterns nachzuregeln, sodass das Blättern sich bis zu einem Halt ver-
langsamt.

9. System nach einem der Ansprüche 5 bis 8, worin die Metadaten (60) zum Einrichten eines Indikators dienen, der
zeigt, dass einer der Programmeinträge reserviert worden ist.

10. Verfahren, um einen Programmführer zur Wiedergabe durch eine Wiedergabevorrichtung zu erzeugen, wobei das
Verfahren umfasst:

Empfangen einer Liste, die eine Vielzahl von Programmeinträgen einschließt;
Aufbereiten einer Videosequenz (66), sodass:

die Videosequenz (66) eine Vielzahl von Videobildern einschließt;
jedes der Videobilder mindestens einen der Programmeinträge einschließt, worin der Programmeintrag
ganz oder teilweise in das Videobild eingeschlossen ist;
Abspielen der Videosequenz (66) durch die Wiedergabevorrichtung in einer Vorwärtsrichtung die Video-
ausgabe erzeugt, die das Blättern der Programmeinträge in einer ersten Richtung zeigt; und
Abspielen der Videosequenz (66) durch die Wiedergabevorrichtung in einer Rückwärtsrichtung die Video-
ausgabe erzeugt, die das Blättern der Programmeinträge in einer zweiten Richtung zeigt; und
Erzeugen von Metadaten (60) zur Verwendung bei der Navigation des Programmführers, worin die Meta-
daten (60) diejenigen Videobilder angeben, wo ein Ganzer der Programmeinträge an der Spitze der Pro-
grammeinträge steht.

11. Verfahren, um einen Programmführer zu erzeugen, der eine Vielzahl von Programmeinträgen zur Navigation durch
einen Betrachter einschließt, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Empfangen einer Videosequenz (66), die eine Vielzahl von Videobildern einschließt, wobei jedes der Videobilder
mindestens einen der Programmeinträge einschließt, worin der Programmeintrag ganz oder teilweise in das
Videobild eingeschlossen ist, sodass das Abspielen der Videosequenz (66) eine Videoausgabe erzeugt, die
das Blättern der Programmeinträge zeigt;
Empfangen von Metadaten (60) zur Verwendung bei der Navigation des Programmführers;
Empfangen eines ersten Blätterbefehls, um in eine erste Richtung zu blättern;
Empfangen eines zweiten Blätterbefehls, um in eine zweite Richtung zu blättern;
bei Empfang des ersten Blätterbefehls erfolgendes Abspielen der Videosequenz (66) in einer Vorwärtsrichtung,
wodurch die Videoausgabe erzeugt wird, die das Blättern der Programmeinträge in der ersten Richtung zeigt;
bei Empfang des zweiten Blätterbefehls erfolgendes Abspielen der Videosequenz in einer Rückwärtsrichtung,
wodurch die Videoausgabe erzeugt wird, die das Blättern der Programmeinträge in der zweiten Richtung zeigt,
wobei die Metadaten (60) eine Vielzahl von Blättereinrastpunkten angeben, welche diejenigen Videobilder sind,
wo ein Ganzer der Programmeinträge an der Spitze der Programmeinträge steht; und
zur Ruhe Bringen des Blätterns an den Blättereinrastpunkten.

Revendications

1. Système de génération de guide de programme destiné à générer un guide de programme en vue d’un rendu par
un dispositif de rendu, le système comprenant une pluralité de modules connectés fonctionnellement comprenant :
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un module de réception (46) destiné à recevoir une liste (54) incluant une pluralité d’articles de programme ;
un module de préparation de séquence vidéo (48) destiné à préparer une séquence vidéo (66) de sorte que :

la séquence vidéo (66) inclut une pluralité de trames vidéo ;
chacune des trames vidéo inclut au moins l’un des articles de programme, dans lequel l’article de programme
est entièrement ou partiellement inclus dans la trame vidéo ;
une lecture de la séquence vidéo (66) dans une direction vers l’avant par le dispositif de rendu génère la
sortie vidéo montrant un défilement des articles de programme dans une première direction ; et
une lecture de la séquence vidéo (66) dans une direction inverse par le dispositif de rendu génère la sortie
vidéo montrant un défilement des articles de programme dans une seconde direction ; et
un générateur de métadonnées (50) pour générer des métadonnées (60) destinées à être utilisées dans
le cadre de la navigation du guide de programme, dans lequel les métadonnées indiquent les trames vidéo
pour lesquelles un article entier des articles de programme est situé dans la partie supérieure des articles
de programme.

2. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les métadonnées sont destinées à être utilisées afin de disposer un
indicateur montrant que l’un des articles de programme a été réservé.

3. Système selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel le guide de programme inclut une pluralité de canaux, les
métadonnées (60) liant les canaux aux trames vidéo.

4. Système selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel le guide de programme inclut une pluralité de canaux, la séquence
vidéo étant associée aux articles de programme de l’un des canaux, le module de préparation de séquence vidéo
étant exploitable de manière à préparer une pluralité d’autres séquences vidéo, les autres séquences vidéo étant
associées de manière unique à d’autres des canaux, les métadonnées (60) liant les canaux à la séquence vidéo
(66) et aux autres séquences vidéo.

5. Système de guide de programme destiné à générer un guide de programme incluant une pluralité d’articles de
programme en vue d’une navigation par un visionneur, le système comprenant une pluralité de modules connectés
fonctionnellement, comprenant :

un module de réception de vidéos (94) destiné à recevoir une séquence vidéo (66) incluant une pluralité de
trames vidéo, chacune des trames vidéo incluant au moins l’un des articles de programme, dans lequel l’article
de programme est totalement ou partiellement inclus dans la trame vidéo, de sorte qu’une lecture de la séquence
vidéo (66) génère une sortie vidéo montrant un défilement des articles de programme ;
un récepteur de métadonnées (98) pour recevoir des métadonnées (60) destinées à être utilisées dans le cadre
d’une navigation du guide de programme ;
un module de réception de commandes (102) destiné à recevoir une première commande de défilement pour
un défilement dans une première direction et une seconde commande de défilement pour un défilement dans
une seconde direction ; et
un module de rendu (100) exploitable de manière à :

suite à la réception de la première commande de défilement, lire la séquence vidéo (66) dans une direction
vers l’avant, ce qui permet de générer par conséquent la sortie vidéo montrant un défilement des articles
de programme dans la première direction ; et
suite à la réception de la seconde commande de défilement, lire la séquence vidéo (66) dans une direction
inverse, ce qui permet de générer par conséquent la sortie vidéo montrant un défilement des articles de
programme dans la seconde direction, dans lequel les métadonnées (60) indiquent une pluralité de points
de verrouillage de défilement correspondant aux trames vidéo dans lesquelles un article entier des articles
de programme est situé dans la partie supérieure des articles de programme, le module de rendu (100)
étant exploitable de manière à amener le défilement à s’immobiliser au niveau des points de verrouillage
de défilement.

6. Système selon la revendication 5, dans lequel le défilement des articles de programme est perçu par le visionneur
comme un défilement lisse.

7. Système selon la revendication 5 ou 6, dans lequel le module de rendu (100) est exploitable de manière à ajuster
une vitesse de lecture de la séquence vidéo (66) au cours du défilement de sorte que le défilement accélère après
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un début du défilement.

8. Système selon la revendication 7, dans lequel le module de rendu est exploitable de manière à ajuster la vitesse
de lecture de la séquence vidéo (66) au cours d’une fin du défilement de sorte que le défilement décélère jusqu’à
un arrêt.

9. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications 5 à 8, dans lequel les métadonnées (60) sont destinées à être
utilisées en vue de disposer un indicateur montrant que l’un des articles de programme a été réservé.

10. Procédé de génération d’un guide de programme en vue d’un rendu par un dispositif de rendu, le procédé comprenant
les étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

recevoir une liste incluant une pluralité d’articles de programme ;
préparer une séquence vidéo (66) de sorte que :

la séquence vidéo (66) inclut une pluralité de trames vidéo ;
chacune des trames vidéo inclut au moins l’un des articles de programme, dans lequel l’article de programme
est entièrement ou partiellement inclus dans la trame vidéo ;
lire la séquence vidéo (66) dans une direction vers l’avant par le dispositif de rendu génère la sortie vidéo
montrant un défilement des articles de programme dans une première direction ; et
lire la séquence vidéo (66) dans une direction inverse par le dispositif de rendu génère la sortie vidéo
montrant un défilement des articles de programme dans une seconde direction ; et
générer des métadonnées (60) destinées à être utilisées dans le cadre de la navigation du guide de pro-
gramme, dans lequel les métadonnées (60) indiquent les trames vidéo pour lesquelles un article entier des
articles de programme est situé dans la partie supérieure des articles de programme.

11. Procédé de génération d’un guide de programme incluant une pluralité d’articles de programme en vue d’une
navigation par un visionneur, le procédé comprenant les étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

recevoir une séquence vidéo (66) incluant une pluralité de trames vidéo, chacune des trames vidéo incluant
au moins l’un des articles de programme, dans lequel l’article de programme est totalement ou partiellement
inclus dans la trame vidéo, de sorte qu’une lecture de la séquence vidéo (66) génère une sortie vidéo montrant
un défilement des articles de programme ;
recevoir des métadonnées (60) destinées à être utilisées dans le cadre d’une navigation du guide de programme ;
recevoir une première commande de défilement pour un défilement dans une première direction ;
recevoir une seconde commande de défilement pour un défilement dans une seconde direction ;
suite à la réception de la première commande de défilement, lire la séquence vidéo (66) dans une direction
vers l’avant, ce qui permet de générer par conséquent la sortie vidéo montrant un défilement des articles de
programme dans la première direction ; et
suite à la réception de la seconde commande de défilement, lire la séquence vidéo dans une direction inverse,
ce qui permet de générer par conséquent la sortie vidéo montrant un défilement des articles de programme
dans la seconde direction,
dans lequel les métadonnées (60) indiquent une pluralité de points de verrouillage de défilement correspondant
aux trames vidéo dans lesquelles un article entier des articles de programme est situé dans la partie supérieure
des articles de programme ;
amener le défilement à s’immobiliser au niveau des points de verrouillage de défilement.
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